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LOCAL ARTISTS INVITE YOU TO TAKE A WALK THROUGH THE EMOTIONAL BODY IN IMMERSIVE 
INSTALLATION HEARTSTRUNG 
 

 
 
Jersey City, NJ - Heartstrung immerses visitors in the emotional body as imagined by collaborative installation 
artists Talita Cabral and Katelyn Halpern. The exhibition, which includes a 33 foot long multi-room immersive 
installation and a collection of small works, is on view at SMUSH Gallery (340 Summit Ave, Jersey City, NJ 
07306) October 5 - November 18, 2018 with an opening reception Friday, October 5 from 6-10pm. The exhibition 
coincides with JCAST, the Jersey City Art and Studio Tour, October 4-7. 
 
Sparked by early conversations about the female body, blood, and artistry, Heartstrung grew into an ambitious 
work influenced by the magic of immersive, interactive environments like Meow Wolf’s House of Eternal Return 
and Punchdrunk’s Sleep No More. Cabral and Halpern’s installation holds viewers in a sacred, brutal interior 
space pulsing with thought, feeling, and vitality: a body cavity abstracted with a Rothko-cum-Twombly touch, 
sonically layered with composer Elliot Cole’s thirty minute audiocollage, designed for the installation. Mammalian 
body processes of absorption, retention, and release suffuse the environment, both enriching and complicating 
the question how does the body hold the emotional heart? 
 
It was this central question which drew the artists together. Cabral, a Brazilian artist trained in fashion and visual 
arts, is experimental and generative, accomplished in natural dyeing techniques, textile work, clothing and surface 
design, sculpture, mixed media production and art direction. Halpern, a modern dancer/choreographer with a 
penchant for creative exploration, works in concepts actualized in movement, creative writing, fiber art, and visual 
media. Both women regularly exhibit in Jersey City and throughout the New York metro area, notably at Deep 



Space Gallery and at the Super Fine Art Fair (Cabral) and the Brooklyn Academy of Music, White Eagle Hall, and 
the Flea Theater (Halpern); Halpern is also the owner and artistic director of SMUSH Gallery.  
 
Heartstrung asks for an exchange of hospitality. Before stepping in, visitors are asked to remove their shoes as a 
means of sensitizing themselves and of softening their tread on the emotional body they have been invited to 
enter. Once inside, they wind their way through a series of chambers characterized by fluid motions of dripping, 
pooling, seeping; the taught sparking of neurons; and large, soft forms reminiscent of internal organs. The heart of 
the exhibition is itself a heart, amorphous and suspended in the gallery’s street-level window, with an invitation for 
visitors to help anchor it by tying a strip of fabric, one of hundreds affixed to the surrounding walls, to the heart. By 
accepting the premise of literal heartstrings, the artists move to reject the pervasive, violent story separating the 
body, mind, and heart, and instead rejoin them in full public view. 
 
The artists wish to thank Elliot Cole for providing the sound score, Myssi Robinson for her assistantship, and the 
many friends and volunteers who supported the piece’s development. They also extend humble thanks to all 
visitors, who can find more information, including opening hours, associated workshops, and family-focused Open 
Studio dates, at smushgallery.com/heartstrung. 
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